
This portfolio contains selected Works and 
public performances, that’s how the body of 
work is made up. There are two essential and 
parallel lines. Firstly, the one that comes from 
texts (books and essays that I read) that take 
form of performace (see attached 5, 7, 12, 14 
pages). Second, from a specific field work 
on ways of designing leisure and festivity in 
Sants district of Barcelona. Montjuic is the 
mountain placed in the downtown of Barce-
lona and borders the city, historically it has 
been used for political needs, even warlike 
chapters. This research has been translated 
into sculpture installations, actions, sound 
tracks… 

All the projects and proposals have two key 
moments in their development. The first one 
is the working desk, through which the raw 
materials are archived and they are re-used, 
as it was a physical edition desk (pag 6). This 
desk was designed and made to answer an 
specific methodology. The second one is a 
group dynamics (pag 4) as the projects often 
have previous or following periods with the 
aim to raise information and socialise the 
working elements in other layers that are not 
revealed in some of the last formal results.
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21/09/2016 to 31/07/2017 Cartel de fiestas, Museo Picasso Buitrago del Lozoya, within MU-
TACIONES: NO SIEMPRE QUE ESTUVIMOS / ESTUVIMOS curated by Beatriz Alonso

Through a series of sessions with residents of the town of Buitrago del Lozoya, we design the festival pos-
ter together. We debated issues about what elements represent the town and / or party, tourism, or who is 
the recipient of that poster. In the last sketches was added the reference to the posters of Picasso in Vallau-
ris.
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http://www.madrid.org/cs/Satellite?c=CM_InfPractica_FA&cid=1354648765826&idConsejeria=1109266187224&idListConsj=1109265444710&idOrganismo=1109266228361&language=es&pagename=ComunidadMadrid%2FEstructura&sm=1109266100977
http://www.madrid.org/cs/Satellite?blobcol=urldata&blobheader=application%2Fpdf&blobheadername1=Content-Disposition&blobheadervalue1=filename%3DFolleto+%27Mutaciones%27+Intervenciones+art%C3%ADsticas.pdf&blobkey=id&blobtable=MungoBlobs&blobwhere=1352930673414&ssbinary=true


21/05/2016 Barcelona Atracción, part of Secció Irregular, curated by Quim Pujol. Mercat de 
les Flors (Barcelona)
A trip on a bus sketches a tour through different leisure places and moments from the history of Montjuic 
mountain. This tour is repeated exactly the same way but tiny changes in each lap: contemplation, songs 
and films. The audience knows that the duration will take circa three hours. This proposal seeks ways of 
acting freely in a closed space. At the same time this sort of sculpture process that erodes and erases infor-
mation layers added to the surface of the mountain.
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http://mercatflors.cat/es/espectacle/seccio-irregular-nueva-creacion/
http://poupou.online
http://mercatflors.cat/blog/road-movie-infinita-i-real-barbara-raubert


21/05/2016 to 23/01/2017 Barcelona Atracción Encounters, a series of free-attendance mee-
tings with the audience of the previous performance. Homession (Barcelona)

With the aim of sharing experiences thanks to a group talk, these encounters take as an starting point ele-
ments form the performance made in the bus.
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http://www.homesession.org/wordpress/es/marc-vives-2


24/01/2016 La Festa, performance on the pigeon loft in the Coromina masia part of Festival 
Bianyal (Vall de la Bianya, Girona)

Following the methodology of previous performances, this one takes place in an strategic and unreachable 
spot of the masia which is, at the same time, starting point of the tour to visit other site-specific installations 
part of the festival. The duration of the performance was the same of the duration of the tour and the snack 
after it, circa three hours. The performance could be heard and seen from distant places.
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https://binariolot.com/2016/10/03/els-artistes-de-la-bianyal-2016
http://poupou.online


11/09/2015 to 03/01/2016 Mesa de fiesta, working desk, Moving Images Countour. Points for 
a Surrounding Movement, curated by Anna Manubens and Soledad Gutiérrez. Tabakalera 
(Donostia)

This work is a prototype of a working desk and a methodology to gather material around the concept of par-
ty. The decission was to take part in this group show with a working tool instead of with an art work per se.
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https://www.tabakalera.eu/en/moving-image-contours-points-surrounding-movement
https://www.tabakalera.eu/sites/default/files/adjuntos/2016/06/orriak_1_web.pdf


29/10/2015 and 07/11/2015 Una fiesta en la terraza. Sang lectures, part of Hablo, sabiendo 
que no se trata de eso group show, curated by Juan Canela. Caixaforum (Barcelona)

Taking Roger Callois La fête confference from 1933 as an starting point, I chose some excerpts that I read, 
re-read, recited and summarized to reach one sentence that grows which I shaped right away. The perfor-
mance took place on the rooftop of Caixaforum while the vernissage. The audience, attracted by the sound, 
got closer to the rooftop from where the performance was seen from the distance.
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http://agenda.obrasocial.lacaixa.es/-/una-fiesta-en-la-terraza?centros=caixaforum-barcelona
http://juancanela.com/Hablo-sabiendo-que-no-se-trata-de-eso
http://poupou.online
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3488757/web/habloESP.pdf


27/03/2015 to 07/06/2015. Festes majors del carrer Valladolid (Main festivity of Valladolid 
Street) Installation, music tracks and garnalds. Framed in “In Cycling Mode: The Wilson 
Exercises” made in collaboration with Rivet (Manuela Moscoso and Sarah Demeuse) and 
Anna Craycroft shown in  Lesson 0 cycle curated by colectivo Azotea (Ane Agirre - Juan 
Canela). Espai13, Fundació Joan Miró (Barcelona)
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Festes majors del carrer Valladolid, is a traslation of street decoration of Sants district during the XX cen-
tury. I stress how these ephemeral forms, made thanks to the collective handcraft work and effort, were 
a way to reclaim presence and belonging sense in war and dictatorship times. This work emphasises the 
atmosphere and the formal elements that lead to a collective celebration experience through an irrational 
language. The curtains in Espai 13 come from Norway, they were created in a dressing room and parade 
workshop, and they are direct continuation of a monumental marquee made in The Wilson Exercises Pro-
ject shown in REDCAT, Los Angeles.
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http://www.juancanela.com/In-Cycling-Mode-The-Wilson-Exercises
https://youtu.be/dzeM-503Mf4
http://marcvives.eu/audio/musica_festa_espai13.mp3
https://www.fmirobcn.org/en/exhibitions/5647/in-cycling-mode-the-wilson-exercises
http://juancanela.com/books/Lesson-0-publication-publicacion


13/12/2014 to 08/02/2015 Camping.  Installation (Curtain and marquee) and Sindria-Ban-
yador (Watermelon-swimsuit) Music tracks and garnalds, part The End of Summer: The 
Wilson Exercises, made with  Rivet (Manuela Moscoso and Sarah Demeuse) and Anna 
Craycroft. RedCat (Los Angeles)
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This installation is made with a fabric for camping with shape of a cave that contains a visual and sound 
environment inspired in the non-rational imaginery of the main festivity of the district of Sants in Barcelona. 
This half-secret space was surrounded by watercolor works made by Anna Craycoft that could also be seen 
from the inner space of the installation made by me. Inside the installation there were garnalds with sha-
pe of This exhibition talks about living together, darkness and inmediat visibility through a visual learning, 
remarking experimental learning more that the cognitive learning. 

http://marcvives.eu/audio/musica_festa_redcat.mp3
http://rivet-rivet.net/pdf/Manual.pdf
http://rivet-rivet.net/pdf/Manual.pdf
http://rivet-rivet.net/thewilsonexercises.html
https://www.redcat.org/exhibition/wilson-exercises


24/04/2015. Desaparición (Desappearing). Performance. Reading-tour framed in Prokla-
ma≠4, curated by Azala. Artium (Gasteiz)

The action was a tour visiting different places through historic downtown of Vitoria. Private spaces and with 
party traces: a gastronomic society, a back room of a pub, a palace…In each of the stops we drank wine 
while we read loud excerpts from two texts: Precarity Life by Judith Butler and a paper by Manuel Delgado.
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http://www.tea-tron.com/azala/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/PROKLAMA4-es1.jpg
http://www.azala.es/es/azalerak/pagina_1/2015/04/20/proklama-n4.html
http://poupou.online
http://www.artium.org/es/explora/actividades/item/58583-proklama-n-4.-programa-de-talleres-y-encuentros


16/07/2014 al 08/08/2014. “The Wilson Exercises” workshop realizado con Rivet (Manuela 
Moscoso y Sarah Demeuse) y Anna Craycroft. Rogaland Kunstsenter (Stavanger)
Summer’s here! And so are The Wilson Exercises! Join us for an early morning warmup every weekday 
from July 16th to August 8th. Two artists, Marc Vives and Anna Craycroft, and two curators, Rivet, have 
some unexpected exercises to share this summer in Stavanger that might lead to unexpected exorcisms!
While we can not guarantee weight loss, improved sex life, or better sleep at night, we can promise an 
unusual and awakening experience this summer. Walk, talk, think, cook, laugh, read, tinker, talk, make, 
walk, hike, scream, or learn a new language. Try to do some of them at the same time.
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http://www.contemporaryartstavanger.no/getting-physical-in-stavanger-2/
http://www.contemporaryartstavanger.no/the-wilson-exercises/
http://rivet-rivet.net/thewilsonexercises.html


26/06/2014. “POU”. Action.  Picnic Sessions with Jaume Ferrete and Rafa Marcos Mota. 
CA2M (Mostoles, Madrid)

This is the first public action based on reading texts. The performance consists on a working session, in 
general terms. My location is on a semi hidden place and the duration takes the time of the whole event. I 
start reading quotes of the text and I improvise melodies with them.
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http://ca2m.org/en/older-activities/item/1280
http://poupou.online


05,12, 19 y 23/06/2015. “Todo lo que engorda es celebrar, popular o engorda”. Rute-lecture. 
Nyamnyam (Barcelona)
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There were 4 sessions / routes to venues related to celebration moments in the neighborhood of 
Poblenou in Barcelona, ending with a party in San Juan where a coca “11 meters long” was elabo-
rated, as we found in some documents of Catalan folklore.

http://todoloquemegusta.nyamnyam.net/marc-vives
http://www.tea-tron.com/rubenramos/blog/2014/06/20/notas-que-patinan-49-donde-esta-la-fiesta
http://www.tea-tron.com/rubenramos/blog/2014/06/20/notas-que-patinan-49-donde-esta-la-fiesta

